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This year we’re delighted to be taking the national conference and awards to the vibrant city of Belfast where we can be sure
of a warm welcome. The theme of the conference is Architects of Change, recognising and exploring the key role of HR and
workforce professionals in designing, developing and delivering the future vision for workforce in the NHS.
As always the conference will be a great opportunity for members to connect with colleagues from across the UK, hear from
inspirational speakers, share examples of outstanding projects and be part of creative conversations. On the evening of 4 June
we will be holding the prestigious HPMA Awards ceremony, dinner and after-party which is open to everyone and is always
an evening to remember. Watch this space for the launch of the 2020 HPMA Awards for Excellence in HRM.
You can get ahead of the game by booking Super Early Bird conference places HERE.

Belfast

Black History Month
October is Black History Month in the UK and has
been celebrated in the UK since 1987. The main
aims of Black History Month are to celebrate the
achievements and contributions of black people not
just in the UK, but throughout the world and also to
educate everyone about black history.
Healthcare organisations around the UK are joining
in the celebrations throughout October. If you are
holding events we would love to share images and news
from your activities in the next issue, please contact
nationalevents@hpma.org.uk to take part and remember to tag us
@HPMA_National

Ten years of working in partnership

2019 SPF Partnership Working Award Winners from Hillingdon Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust pictured with Sara Gorton, Nicky Ingham and Dean Royles

A key aim of the Social Partnership Forum (SPF) is to encourage
employers and trade unions to work together in partnership
to ensure a positive working environment, in which staff can
provide high quality care and services to patients.
The SPF has sponsored the HPMA excellence in HRM award
for partnership working for the past nine years and will do
so again in 2020. Through sponsorship of the award the SPF
recognises what a powerful tool partnership working between
employers and trade unions can be, and how it makes a real
difference to patient care and influences employment practice
in healthcare and beyond.

The award enables us to celebrate successful local partnership
initiatives, promote good practice at a national level and raise
the profile of the SPF and what we do.
The Hillingdon Hospital NHS Foundation Trust won the award
in 2019 with a winning combination of positive mindsets,
effective working relationships and full-scale staff engagement
which saw trust and staff side colleagues working in partnership
to develop a new people strategy that addressed issues that
were important to staff.

Hillingdon shared a top tip for anyone considering entering the award:
‘If management and staff side have developed a successful initiative within your organisation that focuses on real issues that staff care
about - we recommend you enter the HPMA award for partnership working. It is important to raise awareness about the benefits
of partnership working across organisations so that other trusts can learn from your success’, Terry Roberts, Director of OD,
Hillingdon Foundation Trust.’
Listen to our podcast to hear Hillingdon talk about the positive impact on their organisation of being our 2019 HPMA partnership
award winner.
Another winner who has gone on to share their success is Mersey Care. After winning the partnership HPMA award in 2018 for
their Just and learning culture strategy Mersey Care developed an e-learning module to share their learning with the wider NHS.
If, like Hillingdon and Mersey Care, you have an example of successful partnership working with measurable outcomes, please
enter the HPMA partnership award 2020.
The SPF at a national level brings together NHS Employers, NHS Trade Unions, Health Education England, NHS England and
NHS Improvement and the Department of Health and Social Care to contribute to the development and implementation
of policy that impacts on the health workforce. For more information on the SPF, our sponsorship of the HPMA
partnership award, previous winners and finalists and how to subscribe to our bulletin, please take a look at our website
https://www.socialpartnershipforum.org

Double wins for Barts Health and Northamptonshire Healthcare
The Organisational Development team at Barts Health won the
Best Diversity and Inclusion Practice category at the Nursing
Times Workforce Summit & Awards, and the Best Coaching and
Mentoring Initiative at the CIPD People Management Awards.
The Best coaching and Mentoring Initiative, Super T began in 2017
as an executive team coaching programme for senior leadership
team development. The key objective is to sustainably improve
the effectiveness of senior teams, as a key part of the Trust’s
improvement journey, and to make progress on key strategic
objectives around culture, leadership, performance and quality.
The initiative surpassed expectations and both Super T and
equalities work were noted as good practice within the WellLed assessments made by the CQC.

The team’s Best Diversity and Inclusion Practice win, recognises
a number of initiatives including a career development
programme for BME and female staff, a ‘Pause and Review’
checklist for consideration before entering the disciplinary
process, increasing the channels for staff to raise concerns,
and a disability network passport to facilitate a conversation
between a staff member with a disability and their line manager
about reasonable adjustments required.
Shona Brown, Director or Organisational Development, said:
“We are committed to becoming an inclusive organisation for our staff
and patients. Leadership team development and our diversity and
inclusion practice are essential elements to realise this commitment.
It is so good to see external recognition of the work of so many of our
colleagues across Barts Health for both these aspects.”

Northamptonshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust had an amazing end to September too! They won the Best Employee
Experience category at the CIPD Awards for their Let’s Talk plan, the staff engagement strategy which pulls together different
workstreams including equality and diversity, wellbeing, speaking up. Then on the following night NHFT won the Best Wellbeing
and Staff Engagement Initiative Award, for Your Health: Your Wellbeing. Work which enabled the trust to refocus its approach
to sickness and absence management – by investing in occupational health services, training staff and managers in resilience and
mental health first aid, and developing a policy that allows flexible returns to work.
The new wellbeing policy was launched in the summer of 2018 at a Wellbeing Festival, held at Wicksteed Park, where over 400
members of staff enjoyed taster sessions of various exercise activities, as well as motivational talks from speakers including Sally
Gunnell.
Deputy Director of Human Resources, Trudy Martin, said, “We really value our staff and their wellbeing at NHFT – we know that
in order to give our patients and service users the best quality, compassionate care, we also need to be looking after and rewarding our
staff. We’ve worked hard to develop initiatives that actively engage, support and empower our staff. We are thrilled to have had this work
recognised at such national and prestigious awards in both the health and cross-sector arenas, particularly alongside large and private
sector organisations, and are motivated to continue to improve and make NHFT a brilliant place to work and receive care.”
The success of these and other initiatives can be seen in the most recent results of the national NHS Staff Survey, where 72% of
NHFT colleagues recommended it as a place to work!

Executive Officer Update - Nicky Ingham
It’s been wonderful getting out and meeting members in
September as the conference season cranks up after the
Summer break.
In Cardiff, at the Welsh roadshow, we heard a powerful patient
story from one of our own, as well as fascinating insight into big
data developments from the amazing Dr Pat Oakley. All credit
to the HPMA branch team in Wales under Claire Vaughan’s
leadership - thinking about diversity at committee level, their
succession plan and the development of their powerful link
officer team.
The next stop on my UK tour was the Healthcare
Apprenticeship Forum; where for the first time HPMA, HFMA
and Skills for Health came together for a focused one-day event.
Apprenticeship levy funds are now being lost each month by our
members, and it was disheartening to hear from apprenticeship
leads desperate to gain senior leadership attention. So can I
urge HRDs to reach out to their apprenticeship leads and see
if they have the support they need. HPMA want to support the
entire workforce team - including OD, L&D and medical staffing
- under corporate membership they can all be members of the
association. After my apprenticeship induction I now also know
the conundrum around level 2 business administration standards
(Lucy Hunte says watch this space) - tell us how you
are coping. Are you ‘flexing’ the term customer or hoping for a
breakthrough?

LEFT Lucy Hunte National Programme Manager –
Apprenticeships at HEE, RIGHT Nicky Ingham with Philip
Kemp, head of professional development, HFMA
Last week I was pleased to head to the East of England Autumn
meeting - small but perfectly formed and hosted by our friends
at Mills and Reeve, hearing from our HPMA Team of the Year,
Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Trust and once again, like
Cheryl Samuels our Deputy of the Year winner, I was pleased
to hear that the HPMA Awards experience has had a big impact
This week I’ve had a great trip to Durham for the first NE &
Cumbria Roadshow event, where Morven Smith and her team
are doing a brilliant job of establishing a vibrant and forward
thinking branch.
The work on your strategy continues and I am still keen to
gain as much feedback from branches on this as it is you, our
members’ strategy that will drive our work for the next 3 years.
It needs to be driven by the branches to ensure your aspirations
are met if not exceeded.
And finally, keep your eye out for our new website coming soon.

Fire it up
Michelle Donelan, Education Minister.

When the NHS launched 70 years ago, it relied on a workforce of just 144,000
people – a relatively small amount given the huge task at hand. Today, the NHS
is one of the biggest employers in the world, with a workforce stretching to
1.7 million people across the UK. As you know only too well, there is no such
thing as a “typical day” for these dedicated workers: their work covers everything
from urgent care assistants delivering emergency health care, to HR professionals
onboarding new recruits.
I recently had the privilege of meeting some NHS workers. It was amazing to
hear these healthcare assistants talk about the variety of apprenticeship opportunities available, and many told me they
were considering starting their own apprenticeship journeys by training as nursing associates. I was truly impressed by their
enthusiasm and dedication to learn and develop new skills to ensure they are providing the best care possible.
The NHS is an incredible place to work for people who are passionate about making a real difference. Our healthcare
system relies on these everyday heroes, which is why we have worked in partnership with the NHS to develop new highquality apprenticeships that offer everyone, irrespective of their background, the chance to gain the skills needed to pursue a
successful career in the healthcare industry.
There are now a range of exciting and high quality apprenticeship opportunities available at all levels. For our NHS to deliver
the best service possible, we need people working in a range of areas - everything from healthcare support workers, business
admin assistants, midwives, pharmacy services assistants, HR advisors to speech and language therapists.
At the same time, we have improved apprenticeships. They are now longer, of a higher quality, and involve more off-thejob training. In Leeds, the local Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust delivers one of the largest medical education programmes in
the country, in partnership with the University of Leeds and Leeds Beckett University. Last year, the Trust recruited 600
apprentices in a range of areas including business administration, facilities and dental nursing. Apprenticeships have helped to
plug skill gaps, reduce recruitment costs as well as give local people the chance to learn new skills and get great jobs.
Nationwide, more NHS trusts are embracing the benefits apprenticeships bring - with 3,550 people starting their apprenticeship
journey to become nursing associates in the first three quarters of 2018/19. That is thanks in large part to our decision two
years ago to introduce the apprenticeship levy, which was designed to give employers like the NHS more control to provide
their staff with a range of training opportunities and recruit new staff through apprenticeship schemes. By 2019-20 the funding
available for investment in apprenticeships in England will have risen to over £2.5 billion - double what was spent in 2010-11
in cash terms.
For far too long, apprenticeships have played second fiddle to more traditional academic routes. This is changing but there is
still more to do. I would encourage everyone to visit our new website to find out more about the free support available and
how you can get involved. We need to continue to work together to spread the word about the apprenticeships on offer and
their value, to help change more lives for the better.

The Education and Skills Funding Agency supported the HPMA’s recent Healthcare Apprenticeship Forum in Birmingham. With
Deputy Director of Employer Relations in the ESFA’s Apprenticeship Directorate Karen Woodward (an apprentice herself)
speaking alongside HEE’s Lucy Hunte, HFMA’s Phil Kemp and the Skills for Health Team CLICK HERE for more information.
The National Apprenticeship Service offers free, impartial, expert advice to support employers to achieve the benefits of
apprenticeships. You can contact them at 08000 150 600 or find more information at https://www.apprenticeships.gov.uk/
ESFA have now highlighted the following additional guidance to delegates, which HPMA members may also find useful: https://
www.gov.uk/government/publications/apprenticeships-guide-for-employers (articles include a levy transfers myth-buster, and
top 7 myths about the apprenticeship programme).
You can also read the full Leeds case study at https://haso.skillsforhealth.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/2018.12.05Leeds-Teaching-Hospital-case-study-v1.pdf

Are you making DBS referrals?
Employers are legally required to make a referral to the DBS if they dismiss or remove an employee from regulated activity
(or would have done had they not already left) because that employee caused harm or posed a risk of harm to vulnerable
adults or children. Staff with responsibility for recruiting and withdrawing employees from regulated activity should ensure
they understand their obligations under the Safeguarding Vulnerable Groups Act 2006 (as amended by the Protections of
Freedoms Act 2012) (SVGA).
The SVGA provides the legislative framework for the Vetting and Barring Scheme, enabling those who are unsuitable to be
working with children and/or vulnerable adults to be identified and barred from doing so. Whilst employers are familiar with
the need to carry out DBS checks as part of the recruitment process, it appears that practice in terms of referring workers
to the DBS is more mixed.
The duty to refer applies irrespective of whether another body has made a referral to the DBS in relation to the same person
and regardless of whether an employer has made a notification to another body such as their local safeguarding team or the
individual’s professional regulator (e.g. GMC, NMC, etc.). Failure to refer without reasonable justification when under a duty
to refer is an offence for which, if convicted, employers could be liable to a fine up to £5,000. Employers who engage workers
in regulated activity for the purposes of the SVGA should revisit their procedures to ensure they facilitate referrals to the
DBS being made where required.
For further advice on the duty to refer please get in touch with one of Bevan Brittan’s regulatory and compliance experts.

Julianne Kirkpatrick

Carlton Sadler

Solicitor
0370 194 1684

Partner
0370 194 1633

Julianne.kirkpatrick@bevanbrittan.com

Carlton.sadler@bevanbrittan.com

A simple way to build
workforce capacity and
capability
The next stage of the NHS People Plan is underway. As
signalled in the interim Plan, published earlier this year,
the policy covers a broad sweep of people issues; all aimed
at addressing the significant workforce challenges health
services currently faces, and will face in the future as they
build new models of care. We need to address current
vacancies, reduce turnover and secure the supply of the
future workforce. The Plan will also signal a greater role for
STPs/ICSs in workforce planning locally - a welcome move
in my view.
My area of work is the employment and development of social
care and NHS support roles such as porters, Healthcare
Assistants, care assistants, receptionists and maternity
support workers. They are often the care workers patients
and clients most frequently meet. While representing 40%
of the workforce (more in social care) they face a series of
long-standing workforce development challenges. The Plan
is an opportunity to deal with these and help secure the
future workforce.
There’s one issue I’d really like to see the Plan address, the
fixing of which will not require new funding or interventions.
Everyone recognizes the importance of career pathways but
an issue for support workers is that there are two routes
they can take - a self-contained career as a support worker
(clinical or non-clinical); that should end at a band 4 role in
most cases. The alternative route though is as a step into
pre-registration healthcare degrees and their non-clinical
equivalents.
We frequently muddle these. Nursing Associates? Are they
the highest level of nursing support worker or a step into
registered nursing? If a step, for how many? What about
Assistant Practitioners? Similar ambiguities. And actually,
where do support careers even start? Band 2 or band 3?
Do we have enough band 4 roles (no)? If you do want to
progress into pre-registration degrees is the support always
there (no)? Do support workers understand their options
(no)? Is local vocational education provision geared up to
support worker needs (rarely)? Can support workers move
easily from one Occupational group or setting to another
(no)? What a muddle, what a waste*.
So, here’s what I’d like to see: two clear and distinct career
progression pathways mapped out. One for those support
workers (probably 80% percent of the total) who want to
pursue their career as, well, support workers. The other for
those who wish to progress into registered grades.

Richard Griffin, Visiting Senior Research Fellow, King’s
College London and Director, Birthrate Plus Associates
This means more than just having clear descriptions of
progression routes, although that’s important. It means
embedding pathways firmly in broader ‘end-to-end’
development strategies and ensuring the necessary support
and links are there. In North West London I am working with
maternity services to develop such pathways for maternity
support workers. We are clear, for example, for those who
want and are able to progress to maternity via a degree that
the jumping off point is band 3 and are discussing with local
universities what’s needed to make that happen. If you want
to stay as an MSW, great. We are designing a band 4 role
as the highest support career point. We are thinking how
Technical Levels fit and what the difference between and
2 and 3 is. We are doing this as a system so staff can move
between employers and roles are standardized. We are
building capacity, reducing costs, making rewarding careers
and recruiting local people.
None of this is rocket science. All the building blocks are
there from Technical Levels to Degree Apprenticeships. The
Plan is a chance to put them together. Let’s get it right this
time.
*It is worth saying that the challenges faced by care support workers are mirrored
more widely in the U.K. economy and that things have improved since The
Cavendish Review in 2013, but more needs to be done.

Richard Griffin is a Senior Research Fellow at Kings College
London where he researches the NHS and social care
support workforce. A member of the NHS People Plan
New Operating Models Reference Group, he also works
with employers across the North West London STP on a
range of employment and skills projects aimed at securing
the future workforce and building capability and capacity.
Contact: Richard.Griffin@kcl.ac.uk

Collective Leadership – The
Northern Ireland Journey

Myra Weir, Director of Human Resources & Corporate
Affairs, South Eastern HSC Trust
In January 2016, an expert panel led by Professor Rafael
Bengoa was established to produce proposals to remodel
the health and social care system in Northern Ireland. One
of the outworkings of the expert panel’s recommendations
was a commitment to tackle the issues faced across the
health and social care system. In October 2016 Health and
Wellbeing 2026: Delivering Together was launched and this
document sets out the direction of travel for health and
social care over 10 years. Key to the effective delivery of
the changes set out in this document is the approach that
will be required to plan, design, support and implement
service transformation. A key component to achieving the
changes will be a new approach to collective and system
leadership. Delivering Together sets out 18 actions that will
contribute to the building blocks that will enable sustained
improvement. One of the actions is to ‘develop an HSCwide Leadership Strategy, to consider a 5 year approach and
plan for the development of collective leadership behaviours
across our system’.
I was approached in December 2016 by the Department of
Health to lead the design, development and implementation
of a Collective Leadership Strategy for Health & Social Care
(HSC) in Northern Ireland. I had the privilege of working
with a multi-professional group with membership from
across the health and social care family which included many
professions, organisations and service users. I also had the
honour of working with Professor Michael West who was
a critical friend for this work. The collective leadership
research and papers of Professor West was used as the
cornerstone to the design and development of the strategy
for Northern Ireland.

One of the underpinning principles was that the development
and implementation of the Collective Leadership strategy
would be undertaken using a co-production approach.
There was engagement with nearly 5000 people from a
wide range of levels, disciplines and organisations across the
health and social care system and also included patients and
clients. The information from all the engagement events was
used to inform the development of the final strategy https://
www.health-ni.gov.uk/sites/default/files/publications/health/
hsc-collective-leadership-strategy.pdf
The Collective Leadership Strategy was launched by the
Department of Health in October 2017. The Strategy
sets out a clear ambition and the need for change. The
ambition is to ‘create a leadership community is which we
all take responsibility for nurturing cultures of high quality,
continually improving, compassionate care and support’. For
the ambition to be realised it will require a commitment
from everyone to ensure a consistent approach to leadership
that will create the desired collective leadership culture and
develop capabilities at all levels.
To enable this change in culture, we have developed our four
components of Collective Leadership approach. These four
components are all interlinked and reliant on each other to
realise our ambition.

The strategy sets out a number of key actions to be delivered by June 2020:
•

Establish and embed a core set of values and associated behaviours;

•

Develop a framework that outlines the critical collective leadership capabilities needed by all our people who work in
health and social care;

•

Design and implement a system to monitor the outcomes and review the implementation of the collective leadership
strategy;

•

Embed the collective leadership framework into all leadership development activities consistently, including and ensuring
talent management and succession planning;

•

Develop a framework that will support and enhance team working in and across the system;

•

Establish a programme of work that will modernise selection and recruitment arrangements within health and social care
and is aligned to the regional Workforce Strategy;

•

Collaborate with education providers and professional bodies to introduce the principles of collective leadership into
undergraduate and postgraduate training.

Establish and embed a core set of values and associated behaviours
To develop a set of values and behaviours for the HSC, significant engagement took place across the HSC system which
included service users. Four values and associated behaviours have now been agreed and are being embedded across all HSC
organisations.
HSC Value

What does this mean?

What does this look like in practice? - Behaviours

We work together for the best outcome for
people we care for and support. We work across
Health and Social Care and with other external
organisations and agencies, recognising that
leadership is the responsibility of all.

•

I work with others and value everyone’s contribution

•

I treat people with respect and dignity

•

I work as part of a team looking for opportunities to support and help
people in both my own and other peoples teams

•

I actively engage people on issues that affect them

•

I look for feedback and examples of good practice, aiming to improve
where possible

We are sensitive, caring, respectful and
understanding towards those we care for and
support and our colleagues. We listen carefully
to others to better understand and take action
to help them and ourselves

•

I am sensitive to the different needs and feelings of others and treat
people with kindness

•

I learn from others by listening carefully to them

•

I look after my own health and well-being so that I can care for and
support others

We commit to being the best we can be in our
work, aiming to improve and develop services to
achieve positive changes. We deliver safe high
quality, compassionate care and support.

•

I put the people I care for and support at the centre of all I do to make
a difference

•

I take responsibility for my decisions and actions

•

I commit to best practice and sharing learning, while continually
learning and developing

•

I try to improve by asking ’Could we do this better?’

•

I am open and honest in order to develop trusting relationships

•

I ask someone for help when needed

•

I speak up if I have concerns

•

I challenge inappropriate or unacceptable behaviour and practice

We are open and honest with each other and act
with integrity and candour

Develop a framework that outlines the critical collective leadership capabilities needed by all our people who work in health
and social care
To demonstrate Collective Leadership within our system a ‘Collective Leadership in Action’ Framework has been developed.
This highlights key enablers for Collective Leadership and the anticipated impact. The framework contains videos from
individuals across the system, at all levels, including service users articulating stories and examples where they have witnessed
Collective Leadership and can be viewed in the link: https://view.pagetiger.com/HSCCL

Design and implement a system to monitor the outcomes and review the implementation of the collective leadership strategy.
To generate a baseline measurement for Collective Leadership, it has been agreed to undertake a cultural assessment across
all HSC organisations. The plan is to use the Affina OD (AOD) Cultural Assessment Tool (CAT). The AOD CAT is a
reliable and well-validated assessment tool, based on research led by Professor Michael West. It has been specifically designed
for the NHS, in order to measure the unique aspects of culture that are directly related to the delivery of high-quality,
compassionate and continually improving care and support. The information will form a core element of monitoring system
on the implementation of the HSC Collective Leadership Strategy. This information will then be used on a regular basis to
monitor the success of implementing the strategy and the impact on this has on our people and services.
Implementation of Team Based Working approach across HSC organisations
The Collective Leadership Strategy sets out the need to develop a framework that will support and enhance team working
in and across the system. To facilitate this, a Team Based Working Model has been developed based on best practice and
academic literature and will be used consistently across HSC organisation to enhance team performance.
Modernise selection and recruitment arrangements
A regional group has been established to modernise the current selection and recruitment arrangements across HSC. This
group has focused on four key areas that include the electronic system; performance improvement across shared services and
employing organisations; attraction and retention; and selection approaches. All of this work has been undertaken regionally
to standardise processes where appropriate and promote HSC as an employer of choice.
Collaborate with education providers and professional bodies
Work has begun with the local Universities to review the course curriculum and ensure that collective leadership and the HSC
values and behaviours are an integral component of the relevant modules. This will ensure that students are familiar with and
developed an understanding of collective leadership and their role as a leader before embarking on their career.
The implementation of the actions set out in the Collective Leadership Strategy will continue until June 2020. So far on our
journey we have had significant engagement across the HSC system. This has proven to be invaluable and has enhanced all of
the good work that has already taken place. We still have a long way to go in embedding our collective leadership approach and
our collective values and behaviours across the health and social care system. I have been overwhelmed by the commitment
and willingness to embrace collective leadership and am very hopeful that this will make a difference to the working lives of
our people and our communities who use our services.
On a personal note, it has been a true privilege to be part of this journey. I have learnt so much from everyone who has been
involved and I am forever grateful for their commitment in making this happen. I am passionate about collective leadership and
believe that our ambition to ‘create a leadership community is which we all take responsibility for nurturing cultures of high quality,
continually improving, compassionate care and support’ will be realised.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
NHS Employers Strategic Workforce Forum The Belfry Hotel & Resort 15 -16 October 2019
Be the change, HPMA London Conference 28 October
HPMA Wales Annual Conference – 13 November. Cardiff
HPMA South Central Roadshow 20 November Basingstoke
HPMA North West Roadshow & Regional Awards Celebration 28 November Manchester
HPMA UK Conference: Architects of Change Crowne Plaza Belfast 4-5 June 2020
HPMA Awards ceremony Crowne Plaza Belfast 4 June 2020

